Warriors win 2014 opener

The Warriors traveled to Conant for the CSL/MSL challenge season opening game. The Warriors have battled through pre-season injuries but getting closer to full speed as the season opened against Conant. The Warriors started taking control of the game after the first 5 minutes nearly missing on a nice corner kick play. The scoring opened with a left footed blast from Colin Hinds taking a pass from Andrew Israel from outside of the box. The Cougars countered minutes later with a goal of their own to tie the game. Hinds put the Warriors back on top with a nice give and go with Tommy Blasberg. Tommy netted his own goal minutes later to put Deerfield up 3-1 to end the half.

To begin the half the Warriors maintained strong midfield presence with Brad Levine, Lucas Grobart and Andrew Israel commanding the middle. Strong defensive pressure from Braden Hagaman, Levi Goldstein, Matt Swill and Aiden Sabath kept Conant from mounting an offensive presence for much of the half. Brendan Bisceglia finished the Warrior scoring after a slick pass from Noah Krosnick put Brendan in one on one with the goalkeeper. Conant mounted a comeback in the final 15 minutes narrowing the gap to 4-3 which was the final score.